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THE INERA~BED SPECTRIM OF HBLIIM IN A LONG DISGEaRGE TUBE,

Considering the istportatice of helion in the theories of atomio

structttre, relatively little study has been given to its infra-red

spectrum* !I!he spectra of helium are a line spectnun due to neutral

helium, a line spectrum due to ionised helium, and a hand spectrum.

The spectrum of neutral helium consists of a system of doub-

let series and a system of singlet series. Each of these systems is

made up of four chief series. These are given in modem notation by

Principal aeries v' o 4s - mp m = ,3,4,^. .

.

Diffuse series V = 2p - md m = 3,4,5 ....

Sharp series V = 2p - ms m = - ,3,4^ JT..

.

Ber^taara^or Fundamental
Series ^ » 3d > mb m « 4,5,6

where "^ is the wave number i)er cm.( 10®/ x )

8, p, d and b are constants.

Capital letters are used when referring to the singlet system.

Some of these series are filled to as high as the ei^teenth number

without amission. This is the result principally of the observations
(1) (2) (3)

by Paschen and Hunge , Merrill , and Schniederjost . Several com-

(1) Astrophys. Jl. 3, 4 (1896); Ann. d. Phys. 27, 537 (1908); 29, 628,(1909

(2) " " 4, 357, 1917.

(3) Zeit. f. mas. Phot. 2, 265, 1904.





(4) (5) (6)
bination series have teen observed by Koch , Merton , Stark

(7)
and Liebert.

The spectrum of ionized helitra consists of three series of enhanced

lines represented by the formnla

n m ^

wherein is the wave nnmber per cm.( = 10 / x)

B is the Bydberg constant for ionized helitm

n and m are integers.

This gives

Lyman's series for n = 2; m -: 3,4,5,6
(8)

Fowler's " " n = 3; m => 4,5,6... 10

Pickering's " " n » 4; m » 5,6,7 ...21

According to the Bohr theory of the atom these series lines are pro-

duced when an electron falls into the second, third and foiirth orbits

respectively from the various outer orbits. All the observed lines of

helitm but one have been accounted for as members of these enhanced

series and of those of neutral helium.

(4) Ann. d. Phys. 48, 98, 1915.

(5) Proo. Roy. Soc. A. 95 . 30, 1918.

(6) Ann.d. Phys. 56, 577, 1918.

(7) Ann. d. Phys. ^, 600, 1918.

(8) Modestly called the "4686" series by Fowler himself.
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Those lines in the infra>red region are as follows:

1.0124 V- Pictearing series (m = 5) Intensity

1.0830 Principal ( 2s - 2p) 200.0

1.2784 Ptmdamental { 3d - 51)) 1.0

1.2794 " {3D - 5B) .8

1.7003 Combination (3p - 4d) .24

1.8684 Fundamental (3d - 4b) 3.0

1.8693 " (3D - 4B) 2.0

1.9090 Combination (3P - 4D) .11

2.0582 Principal (2S - 2P) zo.

With the exception of the first, all of these lines have been obtained

by Paschen, using a grating of 14450 lines per inch, without fore-

prism, and observing "end on" the radiations from a vacuam tube,

(9)
energized by a storage battery of 4000 volts. Fowler and Evans have

studied the visible spectrrm of helium using the ordinary Plttoker tube

of .8 to 3.5 mm. in diameter and excited by a 2U inch induction coil.

In view of the success of Wood's long tube in bringing out the series
110)

of atomic hydrogen , it seemed worth while to study the infra.red

(9) Phil, lilag. 29 . 284, 1915.

(10) Astrophys. Jl. ^, 154, 1922.
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spectrum of helltna under similar conditions.

Apparatus.

_

Figure 1 shows diagramatically the arrangement of the apparatus.

The vacuum tube, D, of pyrez glass consisted of a horizontal tube

6 mm. in diameter by 70 cm. long, in line with a projecting tube

7 cm. long and of slightly larger diameter than the main tube.

A rock salt window was held on the end of this projecting tube

with sealing wax. The electrodes E^ and E2 were cylinders of sheet

aluminum 2.5 cm. in diameter by 1.5. cm. long located in larger

side tubes, at right angles to the main tube.

Tlie tube was energized from a 6600 volt transformer st^plying

60 cycle current from a 110 volt primary. Voltages were controlled

by rheostats in the primary circuit, and currents observed on a

milliammeter in series with the tube.

The helixm coming from the gasometer H^ was purified by passage

over phosphorous pentozlde and through a cocoanat charcoal tube,C,

of large capacity immersed in liquid air. The charcoal was relieved

of the ailsorbed gases by frequent heating to redness under low pres-

sure, a by-pass to the pumps being provided for this purpose. j;"rom

the charcoal tube the heliiim passed through a fine capillary tube into

the vacuum tube, ihe advantage of the capillary tube was its flexi-

bility, also the gas could be made to flow very slowly into the vacuum

tube.
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For measiu?erBent of pressures a special form of McLeod gatige

tras sxiggested ty Dr. Pfund. As shown in Figure 3, this gauge

has an additional bult of abotit 3 cm. capacity tlown in the cap-

illary tube. By adjusting the top of the mercury col\ann to a

fiducial mark on the short portion of the capillary tube betv/een

the large and small bulbs, one secures a second scale of pressures

from 0.4 mm. to 1.7 mm. which overlaps well the ordinary scale

for compressions into the capillary above. Pressures above 1.7 ram.

can be read with a vernier directly from the barometric column.

"Ehis device in conjunction with the tungsten filament inserted in

(11)

the top of the capillary as already described by Dr. Pfund , makes
—IQnm

the McLeod gauge available from 10 of mercury vcp to atmospheric

-10
pressures. Therefore the whole range of pressures froo 10 nm.

up to atmospheric pressures may be observed with this one instrument.

A monochromator of the Wadsworth type was used ( Fig. 1 )

.

tEhis consisted of two concave mirrors M^j^ and M2 of 60 cm. focal

length, and a rock salt prian of base 9 cm. and prism angle of 60,

having a plane mirror M3 rigidly attached. The light from the spec-

trometer was focussed by means of a small concave mirror M. upon a

very sensitive vacuum thermo-couple, T, constructed by Dr. Pfund.

The junction was made of Antimony and Bismuth alloys, and mounted on

a small strip of blackened Dutch foil on which the radiation fell.

A couple mounted thus responds very quickly to the incident radia-

(11) Phys. Rev. 15 . 536, 1920.
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tion . Due to this fact one can easily discriminate between the

radiations from the gas in the tube and the hot glass of the tube

on a general drift of the galvanometer. Two junctions were mounted

In series and opposing each other> The radiation in question was

focus sed on one. The effect of air currents and stray radiation

on the thermo-couple was thus eliminated. For a thermo-coiq>le of this

type it has been shown that galvanometer deflections, if small, are

proportional to intensities.

A Leeds and Northnip high sensitiTlty galvanometer was connected

to the thermocouple. This galvanometer was reconstructed, being

provided with two half silvered mirrors - one attached to the moving

system, the other to the case^ . Observations of the images of a dis-

tant tungsten lanrp on a scale, ruled by Bausch & Lomb upon thin glass

and placed in the position of the cross-haire of the telescope, gave

a very sensitive index as well as a convenient method of comparing

the intensities of very strong and very weak lines.

Results.

1. Distribution of Intensity.

Figure 4 shows the distribution of intensity of the radiation due

to Helium between the wave-lengths 0.58 P- and 5.3 F. Intensities are

plotted as ordinates. They are in divisions of the reticle vriiich

are equivalent to 3 mm. of an ordinary scale. Abscissas are readings
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of the micrometer of the spectrometer and are nearly proportional

to the angular displacement of the prian table. Using the &wi¥ee

absclseas the dispersion curve of the monochromator has heen

drawn in the same figure, with its ordinates representing wave-

lengths in microns shown at the right. The dispersion curve was

determined from the followii3g well Imown points.

Helium 0.58 V-

" 67 F

" 76 F

" 1.08 li

" 2.06/^

GO2 2.7 /^

" 4.4 A^

Residual rays of Iceland Spar 6.69 a^

fi rt « M n 11.41^

tt " " quartz 8.49/^

N rt If n 9.03/^

The accxa-aoy with which the points of a single series of observa-

tions fall upon the intensity curve shows that the performance of the

galvanometer was much more consistent thsm is usual with instruments

of such high sensitivity. The pressxure for this curve was .65 mm.

The peaks represent the principal lines of neutral helium. The

infra-red region was explored under various pressures ae fUt as

11.41 V- and it seems certain that there are no new lines in this region
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of an Intensity as great as i of the line 4.05 P-. The intensity
160

of this line is given as 4 by Paaohflia.

Ihere was a long hand of radiation due to hot glass extending

from 3.55 H to 9.85 P and having peaks at about 5.60P- and 8.55 V^»

II. Variation of Intensity with Pressure.

The relative intensity of the helium lines has been a matter

of considerable uncertainty. The intensities given in tables,

being those of Paschen, were determined by a grating at pressures

and current densities which are only approximately knoiMi. As is

well known, the distribution of energy in grating spectra is a char-

acteristic of the grating, and varies among different gratings both

with the wave-length and the otier of the spectrum.

The variation of intensity with pressure is shown in the

curves of figures 5 and 6. The abscissas represent pressures in cm.

of mercujry; the ordinates, galvanometer deflections. The ordinates

for the lines 1.08 P and 2.06 V- are reduced to l/lC of their actual

values. The potential difference across the tube was constant at

5000 volts within the regulation of the generator. The pressure

was allowed to rise slowly from .01 mm. at which the tube was non»

conducting, by the influx of helium through a fine capillary. In

order to show more clearly the forms of these curves at low pressia-es

another series of observations were talcen from .05 to 4 mm. These

results are shown in Figure 6. At the lowest pressures the discharge

was very unsteady.





FIGURE

CURRENTp ir^ i^iiLiAM)?£K£s
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It is s«en from the ciirves that the doublet lizies 0.56 and 1.08 y^

reach a maximum at much higher pressures than the singlet 2.06 i^.

The behavior with pressure of the line 4.05 p,which according to

Powlear is not assigned to any series, is seen to be similar to

that of 2.06 p.. This seems to indicate that the line belongs

to the singlet system, and hence may be accounted for as a combina-

tion line -43 - SB* It is farther observed that at no pressure ar©

the intensities of the lines 1.08 V- and 2.06 F in the ratio of 2oo

to 20 as is given in the tables of spectral lines. This difference

may be attributed to the afore-mentioned fact that the tabtdar

intensities were determined with a grating.

III. Variation of Intensity with Current.

Figure 7 shows the ctirves for the variation of intensity

e

with current, each taJcen at a pressure which gives a maximian intfi-

sity as shown in Figure S. The abscissas are milliamperes and the

ordinates are galvanometer deflections. Below 100 milliamperes the

readings of the milliammeter were xmreliable. i'he ordinates for the

curves of 1.08 ^ and 2.06 F- are reduced to l/20 of their actual

value. It is obseirved tnat the line 4.05 F increases less rapidly

with current than any of the others. This line, at first thought

to be new, has apparently escaped the attention of Fowler and other

compilers. It is not recorded in the chapter on Helium in Kayser's

Handbuch der Spektroscopie, Vol. 5, but is listed under Haupt-linien
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der Elementen in Vol. VI.

IV. ITew i-ines;

Tha intensity curve jl show'' several faint lines between

.706 V- and 1.08 jJ-, which have not been recorded in previous obser-

vations on Helium. From the dispersion curve they would have wave-

lengths .76}!, .77iJ-, .821^ and .86^. The first and third of these

may be accounted for as ionized lines of Helium; and the second and

fourth as due to traces of Ozygen. In order to determine these

wave-lengths more accurately a prism spectrograph was set up and

photographs of this region were made on plates super-sensitized

for the infra-red with dicyanin, kindly famished ty Dr. W.F.

Meggers of the Bureau of btandards. These plates on fifteen and

thirty minu.e exposures showed faint lines at .811 p-, .818 h-, .840 Vi-

and .847 P-. The last of these lines is probably .6446 of Oxygen as

there was a trace of Oxygen and Hydrogen in the tube, but no other

impui'ities. The lines appear as doublets on the plate and their

separation can be measured much more accurately than their wave-lengths

as obtained from the dispersion. curve. There are no lines in the

"Hauptlinien der iiilementen" of Kayser's Handbuch which could accant

for the first three of the above lines. The line .816 obtained Vy

this method checks with the value .82 obtained from the intensity
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cvurve, corresponding to a line of ionized Helitan. I'Ms, however,

is open to question becaus* ionized Helium was not conspicuously

present in the tube. But the photographic determinations were

made with a tube having only half the length and twice the cross-

section of the original tube, the latter having been broken.

Hence we should expest ionized Helium to be present in less amount

than in the original tube. This leaves the lines .81lP- and

.840P' unaccounted for, and probably due to combination lines of

neutral Helium.

Conclusions.

The infra-red spectrum of Helium has been explored from 0.58 p-

to 11.61 H and with the exception of the new lines of wave-lengths

.Slip, .8181^^ and .840 P very probably no lines of intensity greater

than 1/I6O that of the 4.05 t^ lines appear under the conditions used.

The variation of intensity with pressre and with cxirrent of the

lines 0.58 F, 1.08 y, 2.06 P- and 4.05 F has been studied. I'he relative

intensities of these lines have been found to be quite different from

those usually given. i.-.—>-.

A photographic study of the region at .8P gives thaee new

lines, one of which is found also by the thermo-couple.

Finally we wleh to acfenov/ledge our indebtedness to Dr.

Pfund who prpposed the problem and under whose direction the entire

work was carried out; to Professor Araes for his constant interest in
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the problem and for the pronrptness with which he placed the

facilities of the laboratory at otir disposal; and to Professor

ii.W.Wood for the loan of many pieces of apparatus and for frequent

helpful suggestions.
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